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 The Conservatives in Britain are fond of saying that the Campaign for Nuclear
 Disarmament lost the June 1983 election. There are many ways in which such a
 statement misrepresents the issues of that election, but above all it obscures one
 very real achievement of a revivified CND. This has been to formulate constructive
 proposals for alternative defence strategies. Much of the unilateralists' rhetoric has
 tried to distinguish between conventional defence (bad, but a necessary evil) and
 nuclear deterrence (just bad).

 In doing this, the unilateralists have found themselves joined by apparently
 strange bedfellows. Strangest of all has been Robert McNamara, the architect in
 the 1960s of the existing American nuclear arsenal, who is now condemning
 excessive reliance on such forces.' He and three others, McGeorge Bundy, George
 Kennan, and Gerard Smith-a roll-call of the great-penned a much-publicized
 plea for NATO to adopt a policy of 'no-first-use' for nuclear weapons.2 The
 corollary of their position has been that there is a need to increase conventional
 forces in Europe. Thus, in Britain, Professor Michael Howard, who opposed the
 unilateralist, E.P. Thompson, in public debate,3 has recognized the validity of the
 unilateralists' concerns to the point where he advocates the need for 'reassurance'
 in Europe through improved conventional capabilities.4 The unilateralists and the
 strategic community in NATO are united in seeing better conventional defence as
 a way to diminish NATO's excessive reliance on an early resort to nuclear
 weaponry. It is important to recognize that what McNamara and Howard have
 been saying has been urged by strategists for some time-not least by Liddell Hart
 in 19605 and by McNamara himself in 1962.6 CND's pressure has had the effect
 of giving their pleas political feasibility: far from confronting NATO with an
 increased defence bill, conventional forces have become the palliative to make
 possible a fresh unity in NATO and to overcome the domestic political damage
 wrought by the deployment of cruise and Pershing II.

 The strategic arguments in favour of stronger conventional forces in Europe have
 been a constant since NATO's inception in 1949. That there was a need was
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 acknowledged, if not acted on, in the organization's Lisbon conference of 1952:
 by 1954, a target of 96 divisions proved politically and economically unacceptable.
 In 1962 J.F. Kennedy, as President of the United States, espoused the principles
 of graduated deterrence. He and McNamara, his Secretary of Defense, envisaged
 an expanded role for conventional forces, not least in Europe: the Americans would
 provide a nuclear guarantee, the last resort in a ladder of escalation. Although in
 1967 NATO adopted the principles of graduated deterrence under the guise of
 'flexible response', the European member nations did little to boost the conventional
 leg of the three main levels of NATO armament (the other two being theatre and
 strategic nuclear forces). Not the least of the current pressures to re-examine
 conventional force structures has been the evident collapse of flexible response.
 The diminishing of confidence in NATO's strategy goes beyond its logical incon-
 sistencies, beyond the in-built perversity of a reliance on escalation-the prevention
 of nuclear war by invoking nuclear war. Nor is the problem simply that the
 weakness of NATO's conventional forces makes that escalation inevitable-although
 this is a prime reason for the loss of faith of General Bernard Rogers, the Supreme
 Allied Commander Europe.7 The main worry of strategic planners is that the
 balance of forces has altered dramatically since 1967. The Soviet Union has achieved
 not merely conventional but also nuclear parity: above all, SS-20 missiles mean
 that NATO no longer has 'escalation dominance' at the level of theatre nuclear
 weapons. This is the point of entry into the debate for many within the defence
 establishment, including Lord Cameron, Chief of the Defence Staff from 1977 to
 1979,8 and his group of the British Atlantic Committee. For them, 'flexible response
 needs to be replaced': it 'is now more than twenty years old and ... has been
 neither re-examined nor seriously restated during that time'.9

 The signs that a technological revolution might provide a solution to the strategic
 necessities began to appear in 1973. The battles of the Yom Kippur war in October
 1973 suggested that weapons development now favoured the defensive, rather than
 the offensive. Manned aircraft fell victim to surface-to-air missiles; Israeli tanks
 were checked by Egyptian infantry firing wire-guided anti-tank missiles. However,
 initial claims that both the aeroplane and the tank had been driven from the
 battlefield proved to have been exaggerated. The aeroplane was equipped with
 electronic countermeasures. The tank has gained fresh defences from Chobham
 armour, and its profile will be reduced if the turret is removed and its gun
 automatically loaded. The current generation of missiles needs to be guided onto
 their targets: continuous visibility uninterrupted by terrain, weather or suppressive
 fire is therefore essential to their successful employment. The balance between
 aircraft and anti-aircraft fire and, even more, between tank and anti-tank weapon
 may still remain sufficiently fine for the more dramatic conclusions of 1973 to be
 invalidated. None the less, the new technology provided a background against
 which fresh defensive tactics could begin to be evolved.

 The political objectives of conventional defence in Europe are clear, and for the
 most part uncontroversial. NATO's aim is security: it is seeking stability in Europe

 7. General Bernard Rogers, 'NATO: the next decade', Journal of the Royal United Services Institute
 for Defence Studies, Dec. 1982, Vol. 127, No. 4, pp. 3-6.

 8. Sir Neil Cameron, 'Realities of American power in the 1980s', Journal of the Royal United Services
 Institute for Defence Studies, Mar. 1982, Vol. 127, No. 1, pp. 3-9.

 9. British Atlantic Committee, Diminishing the nuclear threat: NATO's defence and new technology
 (London: British Atlantic Committee, 1984), pp. 6, 10.
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 by dissuading the Soviet Union from taking offensive action. The alliance itself
 harbours no militarily aggressive intentions towards the Soviet Union. Its aim is,
 therefore, to seek a robust defence policy capable of simultaneously reassuring
 both the Warsaw Pact and the people of Europe. The problem that besets NATO
 strategy is not, therefore, one of ends; it is one of means, and of the political
 signals that those means convey.

 Three main avenues to enhance conventional credibility have been explored. The
 first of these has been a constant since the Lisbon force goals, and it is not proposed
 to examine it in any detail here. It calls for increased numbers of men. In July
 1982, The Economist asked for each nation to increase its defence budget by one
 and a half per cent (over and beyond the existing three per cent commitment), in
 order to enable NATO to sustain a month of continuous conventional fighting.'0
 Often such calls aim to achieve their objectives without great cost by restructuring
 NATO's armies. For example, Steven Canby, a prolific and stimulating writer on
 conventional forces, has urged a greater use of reserves and better teeth-to-tail
 ratios: NATO, he not unreasonably argues, worries more about the amount of
 money that goes into defence than it does about the number of combat troops that
 come out at the other end." Specialized forces adapted for short wars-in other
 words to thwart Soviet plans for conventional attack in Europe-could be less
 expensive than all-capable forces for long wars.12

 Instead, the focus of this article is on the two main sets of tactical and operational
 reforms that have been proposed. The first of these is defence in depth, which lays
 emphasis on a strategy of denial rather than on one of nuclear retaliation. A purely
 defensive posture, which specifically eschewed all offensive means in the search
 not to be provocative, would be the purest achievement of NATO's political
 objectives; but it would encounter many practical difficulties on a purely military
 level. The other main operational solution that has been suggested for NATO's
 conventional defence has been the counter-attack and, particularly, the possible
 interdiction of Warsaw Pact second-echelon forces and of vital Soviet communi-
 cations. This alternative is far more congenial to traditional military thought, but
 politically is not as satisfactory as the first. A counter-offensive capability, adopted
 for tactical reasons, could look like a strategic preparation for the offensive. Rather
 than reassure, such an option might destabilize.

 The defence in depth proposals

 The intellectual foundations of defence in depth are buttressed by the principles of
 territorial defence."' The propositions of territorial defence, which have been
 adopted to various degrees in Sweden, Switzerland, and Yugoslavia, rest on the
 compulsory military service of all able-bodied males, or even all adults-a true
 citizen militia. Armed primarily with light weapons, soldiers serve in their own
 localities, dispersing to fight and exploiting their knowledge of the terrain. They
 form no fronts and no rears, no concentrations to invite tactical nuclear attack.

 10. The Economist, 31 July 1982, pp. 11-2, 30-2.
 11. Steven L. Canby, 'Military reform and the art of war', Survival, May/June 1983, Vol. 25, No.

 3, pp. 120-7.
 12. Steven Canby, The alliance and Europe: part IV: military doctrine and technology (London:

 International Institute for Strategic Studies (henceforth IISS), Adelphi Paper 109, 1974/5), p. 9.
 *13. Adam Roberts, Nations in arms: the theory and practice of territorial defence (London: Chatto

 & Windus, 1976).
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 The whole country becomes a hedgehog, its prickles individually no more than
 pinpricks but cumulatively presenting an all-round defence against any assailant.
 Among the attractions of territorial defence for the European member nations of
 NATO are its emphasis on military self-reliance, rather than dependence on the
 United States, and its down-grading of nuclear weapons. Defence spending is kept
 low in peace time, but the potential for wartime mobilization is great. Finally,
 society and defence are closely integrated: the evident political will of a nation tc
 protect itself is its own best deterrent.

 However, territorial defence in its entirety seems an inappropriate option for
 NATO. The doubts are social, tactical and strategic. Socially, territorial defence
 carries with it the risk of militarization, the inculcation of military values throughout
 civil and peacetime society. Tactically, it relies on favourable geography-woods
 and mountains-for successful dispersed defence: in aggregate, NATO's central
 front is less suitable than Switzerland or Sweden. Furthermore, an increasingly
 urban population cannot naturally produce soldiers who regard the hills as their
 home or who have the resourcefulness to survive on a slender logistic base. Finally,
 in strategic terms, territorial defence is self-defence, and its implication is therefore
 neutrality: the mutual support of an interdependent alliance is not fully consonant
 with territorial defence.

 But even if territorial defence in its entirety has found no home in NATO, some
 of its ideas have proved congenial. Particularly since the 1973 Arab-Israeli war and
 the evidence it gave that reserves could be mobilized in sufficient time and that
 technology might favour defence in depth, advocates of the tactical principles of
 territorial defence have not been wanting. They have been supported by the
 argument that NATO's military equipment, instead of becoming more sophisti-
 cated, more expensive, and therefore harder to procure and to deploy, should
 rather be cheaper, simpler and more abundant. Some geographical areas of the
 central front and some tasks of NATO do seem appropriate for territorial defence:
 a 'chequer-board' of static positions could embed attacking armour in a defensive
 grid, while mobile formations could protect the open areas and counter the main
 thrusts.14 In 1973, Kenneth Hunt produced a scheme that was typical of these
 ideas.15 Light formations-largely militia but with some regular specialist units-
 should cover the whole front. Behind them, athwart the key axes of likely advance,
 should be heavy armoured formations, ready to counter-attack. The third layer of
 defence would be reserve units, deployed in depth, and especially suitable for air
 defence and rear-area security.

 Hunt's conception is not totally at variance with British tactics for the defence
 of north Germany. Inspired by the German defences against their own armoured
 attacks in Operation Goodwood in 1944, the British have opted for 'framework
 defence'. The infantry will entrench, creating fields of fire between a network of
 strong points. It will deploy its anti-tank weapons so as to be able both to attack
 oncoming vehicles and, also, to allow them to pass and engage them from the rear.
 The British will enfilade, and attack from the flank. A screen of light reconnaissance
 tanks will identify the main direction of the enemy thrusts; other British tanks will
 hold the open ground between the anti-tank networks, and one of the three

 14. Canby, The alliance and Europe: part IV, esp. pp. 24-9; Canby, 'Territorial defense in Central
 Europe', Armed Forces and Society, Fall 1980, Vol. 7, No. 1, pp. 51-67.

 15. Kenneth Hunt, The alliance and Europe: part II: defence with fewer men (London: IISS, Adelphi
 Paper 98, 1973), p. 37.
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 armoured divisions will be kept back in reserve.16 In 1982, General Sir Edwin
 Bramall, then Chief of the General Staff, summarized the British tactical approach:
 'We do have in mind something in the nature of an Alam Halfa type battle in
 which the enemy armour and armoured personnel carriers were encouraged or
 forced to run on to our own tanks and guided weapons, all firing at realistic ranges
 from carefully selected and concealed fire positions with as much depth and mobility
 as we can afford in relation to our allies on the flanks'.17

 The key words in this statement are 'mobility' and 'depth'. Although used by
 Bramall in a tactical context, both words carry important political implications. To
 fight an effective defensive battle, the British, German and American armies all
 rely on mobile fire-power. But how far should forces forgo mobility, and the
 capacity to mount a flexible defence and even to counter-attack, in the interests of
 non-provocation? Do you need to surrender the tank in order to send an unambigu-
 ous political signal? Secondly and more emotively, depth in the defence must be
 reconciled with NATO's commitment to the forward defence of West Germany.
 Within a zone 100 kilometres deep along West Germany's eastern frontier are to
 be found 30 per cent of its population and 25 per cent of its industrial potential.
 However the battle is fought, this area and its resources are vulnerable. Germans
 have to balance the effective military protection of their national sovereignty against

 the material damage caused by war. Perhaps the destruction wrought in the Second
 World War by strategic bombing-which was directed against the economy and
 the population-has left them more concerned about the latter than the former.18
 Certainly, there is an unresolved tension between NATO's likely military
 response-most troops are positioned too far back to be ready for immediate
 forward defence, and, currently, there is an implicit tactical drift towards a more
 mobile defence'9-and current political expectations.

 The stricter advocates of the principles of territorial defence for use in NATO
 have ready answers to these contradictions between military means and political
 ends. Horst Afheldt is one of the most outspoken German opponents of forward
 defence. He would go so far as to abandon the tank, on the grounds that armies
 structured around tanks are inherently disposed towards the attack and are therefore
 internationally destabilizing. Afheldt favours a network of small units (about three
 to four men per square kilometre) deployed throughout West Germany in area
 defence. The men would know the locality and be equipped with the latest anti-
 tank technology-which he sees as having very high kill-probabilities and which
 would be self-homing or remotely guided (so that the firer would not present a
 target). Warsaw Pact tanks would have no line to break; they would be unable to
 make contact with any enemy concentrations, and instead would be gradually worn

 20
 away in a battle of attrition.

 The main area of difference between Afheldt's ideas and' those of a former
 Bundeswehr officer, Major-General Jochen Loser, lies in the questions of forward
 defence and of counter-attack. In both, LUser is less extreme than Afheldt. He

 16. For recent tactical thinking, The Times, 1 & 18 Mar. 1983.
 17. General Sir Edwin Bramall, 'British land forces: the future', Journal of the Royal United Services

 Institute for Defence Studies, June 1982, Vol. 127, No. 2, p. 18.
 18. Marcus Fedder, 'The defence of the Federal Republic of Germany in the context of NATO's

 strategy of flexible response' (Cambridge University M.Phil. thesis, 1983), ch. 5;
 19. Sunday Times, 13 Mar. 1983.
 20. Horst Afheldt, Verteidigung und Frieden (Munich: Deutsche Taschenbuch Verlag, 1979).
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 advocates what he calls 'wide-area territorial defence', forward of the Weser-Lech
 line. The battle zone will be 80 to 100 kilometres deep. Prepared obstacles will
 channel the advance of Warsaw Pact tanks towards concentrations of fire. Like
 Afheldt, LUser proposes light, local forces with high kill-probability anti-tank
 weapons engaging Soviet tanks in a series of innumerable small battles. But he also
 plans to retain mobile brigades-his sword-for the counter-attack: he stipulates
 that his operational objective is annihilation, not attrition. However, like Afheldt,
 he hopes to achieve greater European self-reliance in a non-nuclear defence.2'

 The same political objectives lie behind a British-based organization, 'Just
 Defence'. Like Afheldt and LUser, Just Defence's advocates make extensive use
 of new technology, particularly sensors and decentralized command, control,
 communications and intelligence systems. They, too, assume that the incoming
 generation of 'fire and forget' anti-tank missiles, which with terminal guidance put
 less premium on the skill and courage of the operator, will result in very high kill-
 probabilities. Their proposed defensive zone is 50 kilometres deep, and they would
 dispense with tanks and with surface-to-surface missiles of ranges exceeding 80
 kilometres. Their immediate aim is to reduce the status of nuclear weapons to that
 of a 'minimum' deterrent only.22

 Weaknesses of the proposals

 There are other variants on the defence-in-depth theme, but their general thrust-
 both political and military-is broadly similar. They attract a comparable range of
 political and, above all, military criticisms. The first of these is the problem of
 morale. Are the three or four men per square kilometre of Afheldt's proposal going
 to be sufficiently motivated as individuals to tackle oncoming Russian tanks? S.L.A.
 Marshall's celebrated study of American soldiers in combat in the Second World
 War suggests some possible conclusions.23 Marshall demonstrated the importance
 to good morale of the small unit, the section, squad or platoon: 'buddy' relationships
 and comradeship are the positive motivators of soldiers. But in the small group
 each man is closely dependent on the support of the next, and is never physically
 far from him. The more alone the soldier feels (as Ardant du Picq recognized in
 1880 in Etudes sur le combat), the less he can be supported by group solidarity on
 a fire-swept battlefield. Afheldt's soldiers are going to be isolated. Furthermore,
 evidence since the publication of Lord Moran's Anatomy of courage (London:
 Constable, 1945) suggests that each man's stock of valour is finite, and that he
 should therefore be rotated in and out of the battle in order to eke out that stock.
 Afheldt's soldiers, by contrast, seem to be committed to combat indefinitely.

 Marshall's most surprising finding was that in combat only 20 to 25 per cent of
 men actually fired their weapons. Corroborative evidence for the First World War
 suggests that British soldiers spent a large amount of their time ritualizing combat
 in order 'to live and let live' with the enemy.24 All the defence-in-depth schemes

 21. Loser's books are Weder rot noch tot (Munich: Gunter Olzog, 1981) and Gegen den dritten
 Weltkrieg (Herford: Mittler, 1982). A summary of his views in English is Jochen Loser, 'The security
 policy options for non-communist Europe', Armada International, 2/1982, pp. 66-75.

 22. Frank Barnaby and Stan Windass, What is Just Defence? (Oxford: Just Defence, 1983); Barnaby
 and Egbert Boeker, 'Non-provocative, non-nuclear defence of Western Europe', ADIU-Report, Jan.-
 Feb. 1983, Vol. 5, No. 1, pp. 5-10.

 23. S.L.A. Marshall, Men against fire (New York: William Morrow, 1947).
 24. Tony Ashworth, Trench warfare 1914-1918: the live and let live system (London: Macmillan,

 1980).
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 rely on attrition and on the full use of every available means of fire. On Marshall's
 testimony, they will not get it.

 The possible counters to this position are part of a wider debate. Combat
 development presents a double face. On the one hand, there is a continuity back
 to the Second World War-reflected in the remarks already made about British
 tactical thinking and confirmed by descriptions of battalion operations in the
 Falklands War. This continuity suggests that the structure and nature of combat
 in 1982 would in many respects be familiar to the soldier of 1945. But, at the same
 time, the theoretical performance of each new generation of arms argues that
 technology has wrought dramatic changes in the nature of battle. The more the
 latter is true, the greater-it would seem-is the resilience of the soldier's morale.
 The motivation of the rifleman is more problematical than that of the technician:
 in combat the technician is too busy operating his machine (driving his tank,
 loading his gun) to be conscious of his own vulnerability. Perhaps, therefore, the
 operation of the new generation of missiles will suppress fear, and all soldiers will
 become technicians. The 1973 Arab-Israeli war supported this conclusion. More-
 over, although the Falklands War was short and was fought by professionals (while,
 in contrast, European defence in depth will rely on reservists and citizen soldiers),
 British psychological casualties in that war were far lower than previous experience
 had led the services to expect.

 Even if the morale problem can be overcome, there are tactical difficulties.
 Defence in depth assumes an effectiveness in anti-tank weaponry which is unproven.
 Current technology, for example the Milan anti-tank guided weapon used by
 British infantry, has a 12-second flight time over its 2,000 yard range. In that time,
 the firer must not only remain exposed in order to be able to guide the weapon
 onto its target, he has also to be able to see the target. Fog and cloud, houses and
 hills, will give the tank cover. Heat-seeking, 'fire and forget' missiles will overcome
 some of these difficulties. But fresh counters, for example decoys, will be added
 to the tank's defences. Furthermore, the anti-tank assets possessed by NATO
 armies are still too few, and their rate of fire too slow, to be able to cope with the
 number of targets with which they will be presented. The tank is more vulnerable
 than it was, but is not yet so vulnerable that a defence can afford to structure itself
 disproportionately around anti-tank weapons. Nor can the defence afford to
 disperse its own anti-tank weapons and then lose its capacity to concentrate. A
 Warsaw Pact tank attack will not be delivered along the whole front, as some
 defence-in-depth protagonists seem to believe, but will develop on a limited number
 of axes. The defence will need mobility in order to regroup round these axes and
 to maximize its anti-tank firepower. Both the helicopter gunship and the tank itself
 (both, tactically, offensive weapons) remain important to anti-tank defence.

 The need for mobility in counter-attack options goes beyond tactics. It reflects
 a deep-seated professional military reluctance to see the defensive as pre-eminent
 over the offensive. In book six of On war, Clausewitz argued that the defence can
 be the stronger means, but that the defence is still a preliminary to the offensive-
 a wearing out of the attacker before he is himself counter-attacked. Current
 American military thought concurs. The US army's Field manual 100-1 (1981)
 states:

 While it may sometimes be necessary to adopt a defensive posture, this should
 be only a temporary condition until the necessary means are available to
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 resume offensive operations. An offensive spirit must be inherent in the
 conduct of all defensive operations-it must be an active defense, not a passive
 one. This is so because offensive action, whatever form it takes, is the means
 by which the nation or a military force captures and holds the initiative,
 achieves results, and maintains freedom of action.25

 Colonel Harry Summers has argued that a prime reason for American failure in
 Vietnam was the US army's slowness to appreciate that its strategic task was
 defensive (protecting South Vietnam from North Vietnamese incursions). Militarily
 speaking, the combination of a strategic defensive, a tactical defensive and a negative
 aim (denial), is very hard to accept.26 It forfeits the initiative to the enemy and
 commits the army to a long war. Given NATO's political and strategic position,
 elements of this negativity are unavoidable, but armies fear that without the capacity
 for the tactical offensive the strategic defensive may be impossible.

 The final set of criticisms directed against defence in depth is more purely
 political. NATO defence, even as it is now structured, relies on reasonable warning
 time in order to bring its troops forward and to mobilize its reserves. This process
 could be seen by the Soviet Union as a gesture of resolve. However, it could also
 be an escalatory step, making a crisis harder to manage. Political scientists are fond
 of quoting July 1914 as a parallel. Consequently, some analysts contend that
 NATO will be slow to mobilize for fear of worsening the crisis. All these problems
 will be exacerbated by defence in depth. A heavier reliance on citizen soldiers will
 put a premium on early mobilization: mobilization could be a political signal that
 will itself cause war.

 Deep counter-attack

 The second group of possible improvements to NATO's conventional defence
 meets many of the military criticisms of defence in depth. But since it rests on
 various deep counter-attack options, the more radical defence-in-depth advocates
 see it as politically destabilizing. Indeed, such Soviet response as has emerged
 confirms these fears. (But then, of course, if the counter-attack proposals are likely
 to be militarily effective, the Soviet Union will naturally use any available arguments
 to oppose their introduction.) The most benign and rather ingenuous reply to fears
 that deep counter-attack will be provocative rests on the view that, in fact, it will
 offer little that is new. NATO already has, and has had since its inception, aircraft
 capable of deep interdiction which are armed with nuclear weapons. However,
 their range and the range of their proposed replacements need only be seen as
 destabilizing by a power which is concentrating its forces and therefore planning
 to attack.

 The intellectual origins of deep counter-attack, like those of defence in depth,
 predate the revival of unilateralism. Deep counter-attack is the product of a tactical
 reappraisal as much as of a series of technological innovations. In the late 1970s,
 the US army's tactical doctrine for war in Europe, dubbed 'active defense', differed
 from that of Britain and Germany. The Americans alone had the fire-power to
 fight a battle of attrition at the forward edge of the battle area. This, therefore,

 25. Quoted in Harry G. Summers, Jr., On strategy: a critical analysis of the Vietnam war (Novato,
 CA: Presidio, 1982), p. 199.

 26. Summers, On strategy, p. 89.
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 was what they planned to do. American operational doctrine in 1976 demanded
 that a division send forward one brigade to attack and delay a Soviet attack. This
 brigade would identify the main enemy thrust, and then channel it. The two
 remaining brigades of the division were to mass across the Soviet thrust, concentrat-
 ing their fire, and engaging in limited offensives.

 However, critics of the conduct of the Vietnam war contended that the US army
 had become too enamoured of the virtues of technology, that it emphasized
 managerial and bureaucratic skills over leadership and strategic ability. In the hands
 of academics strategy had come to be concerned with nuclear deterrence, not with
 the more subtle and realistic problems of the art of conventional operations. The
 1976 doctrine of 'active defense', in emphasizing firepower and in ceding the
 initiative to the attacker, seemed to embody these general failings. It took little
 account of the need to take the initiative, to pursue a positive and offensive aim in
 war. It was reactive, and, by aiming for lateral reinforcement against Soviet
 penetrations, it would weaken the line at other points.27 Above all, it was adapted
 to only one of the many possible American theatres of war (and that in a sector
 where the attack was least likely to be delivered). With the creation of the rapid
 deployment force in 1980, the US army needed a doctrine that was more widely
 applicable.

 It is perhaps this last consideration that is too easily forgotten, in America as
 much as in Europe. The critics of the potential reformers, that is, the defenders of
 the 1976 doctrine, put their doubts into a NATO context. They contend that more
 mobility and greater offensiveness in defence will require more men and, in
 particular, will involve the politically provocative expansion of the West German
 army. The more flexible the operations, the more NATO will have to coordinate
 its forces, and, therefore, the greater strain will the conduct of battle put on the
 national differences in military equipment, style and doctrine. By counter-attacking,
 the NATO defenders will lose the natural advantages bestowed on the defence by
 terrain and technology, and instead hand them to the Warsaw Pact. In particular,
 if the Warsaw Pact attacks in north Germany, the American army will find itself
 mounting an enormous swing to counter-attack against the Soviet flank. The
 complexity of such an operation will be compounded by the fact that much of
 Germany would thus be incorporated in the battle area, territory which might be
 lost and not regained.28

 The US army, however, is no longer concerned with the defence of Europe to
 the exclusion of other considerations. It wishes, like any other army, to attack;
 and, as in the early 1960s, it sees its global role (not its NATO commitment) as
 giving greater promise of actual combat. In 1982, it therefore adopted a new
 doctrine (Field manual 100-5: operations), dubbed 'AirLand Battle'. The doctrine,
 it has been explained, 'is necessarily somewhat general, as it must be applicable in

 27. Robert A. Gessert, 'The Air Land Battle and NATO's new doctrinal debate', Journal of the
 Royal United Services Institute for Defence Studies, June 1984, Vol. 129, No. 2, p. 54.

 28. The literature on this debate is considerable. Summers, On strategy, highlights some of the
 criticisms. Edward N. Luttwak, 'The American style of warfare and the military balance', Survival,
 Mar.-Apr. 1979, Vol. 21, No. 2, pp. 57-60, and 'The decline of American military leadership',
 Parameters, Dec. 1980, Vol. 10, No. 4, pp. 82-8, advanced the key hypotheses. Canby's writings are
 also informed by the debate. Criticisms of the reformers have come in particular from John J.
 Mearsheimer, 'Maneuver, mobile defense, and the NATO central front', International Security, Winter
 1981-2, Vol. 6, No. 3, pp. 104-22; 'The military reform movement: a critical assessment', Orbis,
 Summer 1983, Vol. 27, No. 2, pp. 285-300.
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 diverse locations, against any enemy and by any organization': this is because 'US
 national policy places the army on the strategic defensive and requires that it be
 prepared to deploy on short notice to anywhere in the world'. But the strategic
 defensive should be combined with the tactical offensive: the doctrine 'recognizes
 that we must seize and retain the initiative at all times, while constantly looking
 for the opportunity to take offensive action ... The division defends only long
 enough to go on the offensive. '29

 The new manual puts the emphasis on a more mobile battle, stressing manoeuvre
 rather than fire-power, and fighting the enemy on the best ground rather than
 sticking rigorously to forward defence. But the main method it proposes for giving
 depth to the defence is to take the battle forward, to combine the struggle on the
 ground with air interdiction-up to a depth of 150 kilometres-against enemy
 forces about to be, but not yet directly, engaged in combat. Air power and ground
 formations are to be closely coordinated at corps level, and air power is to create
 the path which will allow divisions to manoeuvre. The division itself is the key
 formation. The smallest unit combining all arms, it is seen as a self-sustaining force
 with its own reserve ready to counter-attack. Furthermore, the fresh emphasis on
 flexibility lays stress on delegation to lower levels of command; subordinate officers
 must be ready to seize the initiative and to take risks, while operating within the
 framework of a common doctrine.

 Independently from the US army's thinking (and the 'AirLand Battle' is US
 army, not NATO, doctrine), NATO, too, has initiated a new look at conventional
 operations. In 1978, the US 'Assault-breaker' programme proposed the development
 of non-nuclear missiles to check Soviet second-echelon forces. President Carter
 saw such new conventional technologies as providing the eventual alternative for
 NATO to long-range theatre nuclear forces; in these terms, therefore, the 1979
 NATO decision to modernize its long-range theatre nuclear forces was an interim
 solution. Support for the new technologies was maintained by Caspar Weinberger
 and endorsed at the NATO summit of June 1982. These general principles were
 worked into a fresh doctrine between late 1979 and October 1981 (when the
 proposals received the support of NATO's Military Committee), under the guidance
 of General Bernard Rogers, the Supreme Allied Commander Europe.30 Rogers was
 worried that NATO could only counter the Warsaw Pact at the theatre nuclear
 and strategic nuclear levels. NATO needed to be able to do so at the conventional
 level too, not least because the lack of an effective conventional capability would
 force NATO into early nuclear release and thus undermine 'flexible response'.
 Rogers's plan, christened 'follow-on force attack', is to direct 1,200-10,000 deep-
 strike missiles carrying conventional warheads against Soviet second-echelon forma-
 tions.31 The Rogers plan is different from but complementary to the 'AirLand
 Battle' concept. The former is a NATO idea, the latter a US army doctrine; the

 29. Jerry N. Armstrong, 'Heavy divisions in AirLand Battle: mind-set must be attack, not defend',
 Army, Feb. 1984, pp. 14-5 (I am grateful to Dr Cathy Downes for drawing my attention to this
 article); see also John H. Maurer and Gordon H. McCormick, 'Surprise attack and conventional defense
 in Europe', Orbis, Spring 1983, Vol. 27, No. 1, pp. 107-26.

 30. Per Berg and Gunilla Herolf "'Deep strike": new technologies for conventional interdiction', in
 World armaments and disarmament: SIPRI yearbook 1984 (London: Taylor & Francis, 1984), pp. 299,
 302-3.

 31. Rogers's ideas can be found in Foreign Affairs, Summer 1982, Vol. 60, No. 5, pp. 1145-56; The
 Times, 30 Sept. 1982; Journal of the Royal United Services Institute for Defence Studies, Dec. 1982,
 Vol. 127, No. 4, pp. 3-6; NATO's Sixteen Nations, Feb.-Mar. 1983, pp. 16-26.
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 former plans a centrally directed independent strike against the Soviet second
 echelon, the latter a corps battle against the front and rear of the first echelon.
 Most important of all, the Rogers plan is seen as an alternative to first use of
 theatre nuclear weaponry, AirLand battle as a variant on the tactics of the
 conventional battle.32

 The Rogers plan is less a change of strategy than a 'technological fix' to improve
 NATO's ability to implement its current strategy. Its principles received opportune
 and powerful support from the report of the European Security Study, Strengthening
 conventional deterrence in Europe (the so-called ESECS report), published in 1983.
 The need which the report identified was not so much that of matching the Soviet
 Union's capabilities as of robbing it of confidence in rapid success. For this to be
 achieved, NATO should emphasize Soviet vulnerabilities and, in particular, aim to
 erode Soviet air power, to disrupt Warsaw Pact command, communications and
 intelligence, and to interdict their follow-on formations up to 300 kilometres from
 the battlefield. NATO must force the Warsaw Pact to disperse and not to
 concentrate for the attack. At the moment, partly owing to the vulnerability of
 the manned aircraft in offensive operations, these tasks would be undertaken largely
 by tactical and theatre nuclear weaponry. Therefore, in order to fight the tactically
 'correct' battle, NATO has to cross the nuclear fire-break. The ESECS report
 argued that new technologies for target acquisition (including clear real-time
 surveillance) and for conventional weaponry (including area impact and guided
 weapons, with accurate delivery systems) might be almost as effective as theatre
 nuclear weaponry in disrupting Warsaw Pact mobility and communications. Further-
 more, these new technologies could be deployed by 1986-8.33

 The main lines of the ESECS report have been reiterated in the British Atlantic
 Committee's publication, Diminishing the nuclear threat.34 This lays stress on the
 fact that only limited or local offensives are envisaged and thus aims to reassure
 those who fear that deep-attack capabilities will be destabilizing. It also aims, as
 far as possible, to appease existing service interests by saying that current capabilities
 will be the basis for any improvements: it has perhaps failed to mollify the
 Royal Navy (whose surface ships are accounted very vulnerable), but it has been
 disproportionately kind to the Royal Air Force (whose offensive mission is sustained
 by the emphasis on air-launched stand-off missiles). Like the proponents of the
 AirLand Battle proposals, the British Atlantic Committee sees the deep-attack
 option as one that can reconcile the political need for forward defence with the
 military need for defence in depth; the emerging technologies will give the NATO
 battlefield depth, albeit forward of the existing edge of the battle area. Diminishing
 the nuclear threat's main point-particularly for budget-conscious Europeans-is
 that 'the central contribution of the new technology is by way of force multipli-
 cation'.35 NATO cannot match the Warsaw Pact in numbers, but it can exploit
 asymmetries in technology-by improving its early warning systems to avert
 surprise, by terminal guidance and enhanced kill-probabilities, and by better

 32. A comparison of the two is made by Boyd D. Sutton, John R. Landry, Malcolm B. Armstrong,
 Howell M. Estes III and Wesley K. Clark, 'New directions in conventional defence?', Survival, Mar.-
 Apr. 1984, Vol. 26, No. 2, pp. 50-70.

 33. 'European St'udy Group, Strengthening conventional defence in Europe: proposals for the 1980s
 (London: Macmillan, 1983), esp. pp. 18-30 for main points. See also Donald R. Cotter's contribution.

 34. See note 9.
 35. British Atlantic Committee, Diminishing the nuclear threat, p. 28.
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 command and communication systems. Thus Diminishing the nuclear threat actually
 projects a cut in BAOR to 35,000 men.

 What kind of counter-attack?

 This article has not exhausted the range of counter-attack proposals. Samuel
 Huntington recently suggested that NATO develop the capability for 'retaliatory
 offensives' into East Germany and Czechoslovakia, and that West Germany

 36 Dn
 be armed with nuclear weapons. Elmar Dinter and Paddy Griffith, reflecting
 preoccupations similar to those of the American 'military reformers', call for
 NATO to be able 'to seize operational freedom of action'.37 They propose that
 'army group counter-attack divisions' should 'take tokens', and so avert a protracted
 and damaging defensive battle in Europe. Both these proposals are enormously
 provocative and their possible costs (Dinter and Griffith talk of a 2 or 3 per cent
 addition to existing national defence budgets) beyond the realm of political possi-
 bility. But they help highlight three of the central dilemmas that deep attack poses
 for NATO.

 First, how deep and how extensive is the counter-attack to be? The ESECS
 report suggests a range of 300 kilometres, the AirLand Battle doctrine 150
 kilometres. Part of the answer will depend on the assessment of what constitutes
 the Warsaw Pact second echelon. Is it defined in purely military terms? Is targeting
 to be restricted to airfields and choke points? Or does the range go further into
 Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union? Donald R. Cotter has called for pre-planning
 of targets on the lines of the Single Integrated Operational Plan for strategic nuclear
 weapons.38 But experience with SIOP suggests that the targets expand with the
 means available, that it is 'a capabilities plan rather than an objectives plan'.39
 Others argue that the best indication of intentions will be force structure and
 operational doctrine, rather than weapons capabilities. NATO's logistic base signals
 to the Warsaw Pact the proposed range of its counter-offensive; armoured brigades
 indicate local counter-attacks, several armoured divisions betoken wider intentions.
 However, ranges in Europe-compared with the Soviet Union or the United
 States-are so small, and the proximity of military and civilian targets so great,
 that it is much easier for tactical necessities to have major political repercussions.

 Secondly, what will be the Soviet response? Much attention in the West has
 focused on the political half of that question. The new conventional missiles, as
 they approach their targets, will look like theatre nuclear weapons. The Soviet
 Union will not unreasonably assume the worst; thus the new technology will
 provoke, not restrain, nuclear release. Fred Wikner argues that there is a slight
 difference between the trajectories of conventionally-armed and nuclear-armed
 warheads ;40 others acknowledge that NATO will have to produce a more reassuring

 36. Samuel P. Huntington, 'Conventional deterrence and conventional retaliation in Europe', Inter-
 national Security, Winter 1983-4, Vol. 8, No. 3, pp. 32-56.

 37. Elmar Dinter and Paddy Griffith, Not over by Christmas: NATO's central front in World War
 III (Chichester: Bird, 1983), pp. 137-8.

 38. European Security Study, Strengthening conventional deterrence, p. 227.
 39. David Alan Rosenberg, 'The origins of overkill: nuclear weapons and American security 1945-

 1960', International Security, Spring 1983, Vol. 7, No. 4, p. 69. See also Desmond Ball, Targeting for
 strategic deterrence (London: IISS, Adelphi Paper 185, 1983).

 40. N. F. (Fred) Wikner, 'Interdicting fixed targets with conventional weapons', Armed Forces Journal
 International, Mar. 1983, pp. 88-90.
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 solution, such as a characteristic radar signature, before the new technology can
 be deployed.

 But there is also a military dimension to the question of likely Soviet responses
 to deep interdiction. The optimists argue that the Warsaw Pact will have to devote
 more of its resources to its own defences, and that therefore less will be available
 to enhance its offensive capability. The pessimists accept this possibility, but then
 see the defences against conventional missiles-electronic counter measures and
 decoys to jam and confuse target-acquisition and guidance systems-as too success-
 ful, thus denying NATO anything more than a fleeting advantage from the scheme.
 Moreover, the Warsaw Pact may itself develop conventional missiles for deep
 interdiction-a force to which NATO, with its reliance on the mobilization of
 formations not in position in peace time, is far more vulnerable than is the Pact,
 and which the Pact might be tempted to use pre-emptively.4i Finally, the pessimists
 say, the Warsaw Pact has available a straightforward and easy solution to the attack
 of its second echelon: to put more weight into its first echelon. Interdicting the
 Soviet rear is simply a means to isolate the Soviet forward formations, and to force
 them to fight NATO on equal terms. If NATO loses the ground battle on the
 frontier, deep interdiction will have profited it nothing. Already Soviet divisions
 are, at least in principle, self-sufficient in logistic terms for the opening phase of a
 war. This is to be expected: Soviet operational doctrine relies on surprise, and a
 successful surprise attack will in turn rest on its first echelon. Current developments,
 particularly the much discussed Operational Manoeuvre Group (designed to follow
 up an initial breakthrough on the first or second day of an attack, and to aim for
 command centres and airfields), suggest that the Soviet front-line forces are now
 being strengthened.42 One recent calculation is that the Soviet Union could increase
 the power of its first echelon by 20 per cent.43 If this is the case, NATO would
 be better advised to look to short-range rocket systems, such as MLRS (the
 multiple-launched rocket system, which fires twelve rockets-each dividing into
 644 sub-munitions-in one salvo) than to deep-interdiction conventional missiles.

 Thirdly, what are the relative costs? Broadly speaking, the greater the range, the
 more expensive the system-an obvious argument for focusing efforts on checking
 the first, not the second, Soviet echelon. However, these systems could be
 accompanied by reductions in other areas of defence expenditure. The British
 Atlantic Committee achieves its economies by the principle of force multiplication,
 and the reductions in existing conventional forces that will follow. More contro-
 versial would be the principle of straight substitution. For example, one possible
 saving might be in the numbers of manned aircraft: conventional guided missiles
 will achieve greater accuracy for far fewer sorties and for no losses in air crew.
 The implications are, therefore, highly provocative to existing service interests. On
 the whole, the deep-attack proposals eschew such radicalism: they attempt to justify
 themselves on their own terms by emphasizing their cheapness. Rogers has said
 that his plan depends on NATO member nations increasing their defence spending
 in real terms by 4 per cent per annum, not the current 3 per cent: he costed it as
 an extra ?7 for every man, woman and child in the alliance over the next six

 41. Berg and Herolf, "'Deep strike"',.p. 310.
 42. Joel S. Wit, 'Deep strike: NATO's new defense concept and its implications for arms control',

 4rms Control Today, Nov. 1983, Vol. 13, No. 10, p. 6.
 43. Sutton et al., 'New directions' (see note 32), p. 64.
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 years." The ESECS report put the cost of its proposals at a minimum of ten billion
 dollars, and then doubled that figure to be safe. It put emphasis on the fact that
 the burden would be borne by all NATO countries over a ten-year period.

 All these calculations duck major economic issues. They pass over the fact that
 no European NATO member nation has met in full its existing commitment to
 increase defence spending by 3 per cent per annum in real terms, and that there is
 little probability of any member being willing to go beyond the agreed date of
 1986. They do not address the desire of European NATO members-reiterated in
 this context by their defence ministers in December 1983-to establish a 'two-way
 street' in arms sales: the development of emerging technology could be shared out
 between several states, but at the moment it promises to be an American export.
 The estimates do not make allowance for claims that existing equipment be
 modernized or replaced: the real costs of fresh defence equipment are rising faster
 than inflation, and there will therefore be an 'opportunity cost' implicit in the
 adoption of deep-attack technology. Finally, too few commentators, with the
 exceptions of Dinter and Griffith and, notably, of General Rogers, have appreciated
 that greater conventional capabilities willIhave the effect of prolonging the war. A
 longer war will increase the consumption of equipment and stores, and will
 therefore generate its own economic demands.

 This last point is, of course, also true of the defence-in-depth proposals. And
 there is another dilemma faced by deep attack which is common to defence in
 depth. What is the time-frame which the proponents of these remedies envisage?
 Are they looking to a quick solution (ESECS suggested deployment by 1986-8),
 or are they setting the pattern for the evolution of military thought and technology
 until, say, the year 2000? Some of the requisite technology is already available
 (precision-guided munitions for example), or soon will be (the multiple-launched
 rocket system). Other systems, particularly the deep-interdiction technology, are
 far from proven in practice. Moreover, their adoption is provoking opposition
 from existing interests: the United States air force is, predictably, averse to missiles
 which will usurp its own traditional strategic function.45 If there is to be change,
 it will have to come in small steps. Existing force structures cannot simply be
 overthrown and replaced, and the cooperation of current servicemen must be
 secured in order to ensure the effective adoption of new ideas and new systems.
 The future pattern of armed forces is dictated as much by what they are now as
 by what they might become. One political advantage of such a slow evolution
 would be the minimization of the more destabilizing and provocative aspects of
 any new technology or force structures.

 The idea of conventional deterrence

 Whatever the outcome, it will be subsumed within the panoply of deterrence.
 Writers such as Edward Luttwak, Harry Summers, Elmar Dinter and Paddy
 Griffith have been urging armies to follow the Soviet Union and rediscover
 'traditional' strategy. However, the logic of 'deterrence', despite its imperfections,
 has come to provide the vocabulary within which defence policy is publicly justified
 and explained. The improvement of conventional defence in Europe-whether it is
 advocated by the defence-in-depth school or by the deep-attack lobby-is presented

 44. The Times, 30 Sept. 1982.
 45. Wit, 'Deep strike', p. 4.
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 as 'conventional deterrence'. ESECS uses the words in the title of its report; Just
 Defence stresses that its objective is deterrence, not war-fighting. But the groups are
 not united in their interpretations of the mechanism underpinning that deterrence.

 The assumption behind the defence-in-depth proposals is that the cost to the
 Soviet Union of a check to its military strength would be so high that the Warsaw
 Pact would probably disintegrate under the pressure. Defence in depth will therefore
 deter not through its military means (it specifically forgoes the retaliatory element
 of deterrence) but by means of its promise to the Soviet Union of self-inflicted
 political wounds in the case of aggression. But European critics of defence in depth
 argue that its downgrading of nuclear weapons and its defensive, non-provocative
 posture will achieve the reverse of what is intended: because it will weaken the
 escalatory link to nuclear arms, defence in depth will actually invite a nuclear
 attack.

 Deep attack, at its simplest, plans the opposite: to strengthen the whole process of
 escalation by reinforcing the first step. In raising the nuclear threshold, conventional
 defence aims to reassert the principles of graduated deterrence. During a war,
 crisis-stability and crisis-management are enhanced: the longer the conventional
 phase, the more time there is for reconsideration before initiating nuclear war. 'If
 you improve your conventional deterrent', General Rogers has said, 'and the other
 side has to realize that you might be able to defeat him conventionally, and
 therefore he would have to escalate to succeed, you are reducing the chances of a
 nuclear war'.46

 At this stage, however, the apparent simplicty and attractiveness of the idea of
 conventional deterrence become embroiled in the subtleties and refinements of the
 debate on nuclear deterrence. General Rogers's view rests on the assumption that
 neither the United States nor the Soviet Union sees the use of any nuclear weapons
 as a possible war-fighting option. But if nuclear weapons are deployed for military,
 as opposed to political, purposes, strong conventional defences are likely to invite
 their early employment. Thus what matters is the mutual possession of nuclear
 weapons in order to threaten retaliation by either side if the other side-should use
 its own nuclear missiles. The aim of many in the 'deep-strike' camp is therefore to
 strengthen the link between conventional and nuclear weapons. By equating the
 roles of conventional missiles and theatre nuclear weapons, escalation is reinforced.
 The purpose is not to replace the latter with the former, but to relate them to each
 other-the former having a predominantly military value, the latter a more political
 purpose. The strong fears of some Europeans, and particularly of the West
 Germans-that deep strike will enable a conventional European battle to be fought
 without the invocation of American nuclear forces-would on this interpretation
 appear groundless.

 The implications for arms control of improved conventional defence are uncertain
 in the case of defence in depth, and very unsettling in that of deep strike. Obviously
 defence in depth, with its lessening of emphasis on nuclear weapons, is designed
 to facilitate significant steps in the control of nuclear arms. It might also lead to
 heavier reliance on European (rather than American) soldiers, and therefore open
 the way for a new initiative in the Mutual and Balanced Force Reduction talks.
 Cuts in 'foreign', i.e. American and Soviet, soldiers based in Europe could become
 more acceptable to Western Europeans than in the past. But at the same time the

 46. The Times, 12 Mar. 1983.
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 number of home-based units would need to rise, and the overall control of
 conventional-force strengths would be no nearer achievement. Deep strike, with
 its erosion of the distinction between nuclear and conventional systems, cannot
 enhance arms control. Verification will be difficult. In a political context, improved
 offensive capabilities will unsettle Soviet feelings of security and diminish the Soviet
 Union's enthusiasm for arms limitation. Arms control could still be self-imposed:
 NATO could cut its arsenal unilaterally without undermining its own security.
 But at some stage NATO will expect a reciprocal gesture from the Warsaw Pact;
 and establishing when that stage has been reached, and whether the Warsaw Pact's
 response has been sufficient, will trigger domestic discord for NATO.

 Conclusion

 Logically speaking, as the British Atlantic Committee (among others) has recogni-
 zed, the time has come for a NATO strategic review. Doctrine and technology
 need to be more closely related: there is a tendency for doctrine to be evolved in
 the light of the available technology, rather than for doctrine to make its demands
 on technology.47 The problem is a particularly acute one for NATO. Sixteen
 sovereign nations, each with armed forces possessed of independent traditions and
 with their equipment at different stages in a procurement cycle, cannot naturally
 and easily define a collective strategic doctrine. At the moment, even within the
 confines of the central front, the British, German and American armies each plan
 to fight a different kind of battle. The proposals for defence in depth and deep
 attack reflect these national tensions. Defence in depth appears as a European
 proposal, designed to assert European self-reliance; deep attack appears as an
 American idea, fostered by the US arms industry. The tensions between America
 and Europe will be worsened rather than relaxed by increased conventional
 capabilities. A lengthy conventional battle will wreak damage on central Europe
 while the United States remains inviolate; at the same time, the attrition the battle
 will cause will increase, not diminish, reliance on American reinforcement across
 the Atlantic. The view of the British Atlantic Committee report is that the Soviet
 challenge to surface vessels is sufficiently great for such reinforcement to be only a
 chimera: instead, it reckons NATO should pre-position sufficient stocks for 28
 days' fighting.48 But an attempt to resolve these debates into a common doctrine
 will invoke not only national tensions but also inter-service rivalry.

 On the whole, NATO's way has been-with commendable political realism-to
 duck these issues. 'NATO force planning', Anthony King-Harman has recently
 written, 'especially for conventional forces and the economic reserves to support
 them, are only related to NATO's strategic concept in very general terms'. Instead,
 NATO plans rest on little more than 'a largely numerical assessment of the threat,
 and secondly, resource guidance ... based on the 3 per cent real increase per year
 formula'.49

 47. See Kevin H. Lewis, 'On the appropriate use of technology', Orbis, Summer 1983, Vol. 27,
 No. 2, pp. 279-80; Gordon H. McCormick, 'The dynamics of doctrinal change', ibid., pp. 266-7; and
 Dinter and Griffith, Not over by Christmas. The writings of Edward Luttwak and the 'military
 reformers' contain the same message.

 48. British Atlantic Committee, Diminishing the nuclear threat, pp. 33-4, 36.
 49. Anthony L. King-Harman, 'NATO strategy-a new look', Journal of the Royal United Services

 Institute for Defence Studies, Mar. 1984, Vol. 129, No. 1, pp. 26-9.
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 Nor is the need for a NATO review so pressing that it is worth courting
 increased disunity within the alliance. NATO's existing conventional defences
 certainly have their defects, but they are not so weak as to invite Soviet attack.50
 The effect of the defence-in-depth and deep-attack debates will in all probability
 prove incremental rather than revolutionary. NATO can, and probably will, draw
 elements from both. But it will not see the proposals as alternatives to each other
 or to existing systems. Instead elements of each will be added, as member nations
 take national decisions about changed force structures, new equipment, and their
 relative costs. Flexible response, although under challenge, will remain the umbrella
 under which all these doctrinal strands can be safely accommodated without their
 contradictions being made explicit. A consensus on future NATO conventional
 strategy, and in particular on the new technology whose procurement is now
 beginning, is highly desirable. But it is unlikely to emerge at either the military or
 political level.

 50. John J. Mearsheimer, 'Why the Soviets can't win quickly in Central Europe', International
 Security, Summer 1982, Vol. 7, No. 1, pp. 3-39; Mearsheimer, Conventional deterrence (Ithaca: Cornell
 University Press, 1983), ch. 6.
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